A data-driven modeling method to analyze cardiomyocyte impedance data L. BATISTA 1,2,3 , T. BASTOGNE 1,2,3 , F. ATIENZAR 4 , A. DELAUNOIS 4 , J.-P. VALENTIN 4 1 CRAN, 2 INRIA BIGS, 3 CYBERnano, 4 UCB Background. One goal of the Comprehensive in vitro ProArrhythmia Assay initiative is to predict more accurately potentially torsadogenic compounds in an earlier stage of drug development. To that aim one of the CiPA component is to assess capabilities of label-free in vitro assays (impedance and extracellular field potential signals) applied to human stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes.
The proposed solution relies on three main steps. The first one consists in calculating five indicators (FASTI) characterizing the time variations of frequency, amplitude, shape, trends and irregularity of beatings. In a second phase, two summary statistics are proposed to test the concentration effect of compounds on the five FASTI indicators. Finally, results of the previous statistical tests are aggregated in a cardio-effect grade to compare the tested molecules in a cardio-impact scale graduated from 0 (no influence) to 10 (highly disturbed beating). This innovative approach was tested using in vitro data obtained from cell impedance analysis of three known molecules (2 cardiotoxic and 1 non-cardiotoxic compounds). 
Results
These preliminary results have corroborated the ability of the proposed method to efficiently discriminate the effects of the tested drugs. The main advantage of this approach is that it provides rapid and reliable analysis of complex signals. Median concentrations of the contractility effects have been estimated for the three tested molecules are consistent with the recent publications.
Conclusion
The proposed solution speeds up the analysis of cardiomyocyte impedance data and allows biologists to quickly know when alterations of the cardiomyocyte contractility occur, which characteristics is disturbed and the concentration responses of tested compounds. In perspective, to confirm the obtained results, the next step will evaluate this new method to a larger batch of molecules. To improve the risk classification efficiency, one main perspective consists in testing the added value brought by coupling the analysis of impedance and field potential signals.
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Methods
Each cardiomyocyte impedance assay may contain more than 25000 signals recorded with a sampling rate of 77.5Hz during periods of 20s. Therefore, the objective is to automate the processing and analysis of those data to assess contractility effects in early steps of drug development.
Objectives
Characterization of Cardiomyocyte Impedance Responses
Double Normalization Process

Concentration-Effect Analysis
Critical Effect Scoring FASTI Indicators:
t-Test:
Effect score
Normalized signals 
